Located in the heart of campus, residents are closer to campus activities, classes, and diverse food offerings. With opportunities to get engaged inside and outside the halls, residents are encouraged to create connections with peers and community members who will help them succeed beyond their time at Central.

**H1**
University Suites
University Suites offers a suite-style living option for students seeking more privacy without sacrificing vital community connections.

**H2**
University Commons
Central's apartment style hall provides the most occupant privacy and independence, while still offering the on-campus living experience.

**H3**
West Hall
Due to its record as the building with the highest GPA, West Hall is also home to a segment of the Living Learning Communities program. The Leadership Community and the Life Sciences Community make use of the collaborative nature of the hall in their bid to grow the leaders and educators of tomorrow.

**H4**
Murdough Hall
Opened in 1937, Murdough Hall lies in the heart of campus and brings the history of Central to life for the residents that live there each year.

**H5**
The Quad
Home to the Living Learning Communities, residents are immersed in a learning experience that transcends the traditional classroom setting and expands students' perspectives of their relationships with self, others, community, and environment.

**ABOUT CENTRAL**

With strong connections throughout the Oklahoma City metro, the University of Central Oklahoma is dedicated to developing in students the confidence to succeed through transformative learning experiences. Central prides itself as a smart investment for success, preparing future leaders in an opportunity-rich environment, with access to more than 200 student organizations and the internship, employment, entertainment and cultural offerings of the rapidly growing Oklahoma City metropolitan area. Founded in 1890 and accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, Central connects its nearly 14,000 students to unmatched value found in 119 undergraduate areas of study and 80 graduate programs from its main campus in Edmond and facilities throughout the metro area.

**WANT TO SEE MORE?**
Schedule a guided tour or a virtual experience to learn more about the campus and what it means to be a UCO Broncho!

To schedule, visit www.ucok.edu/tours or by phone 405.974.2610
TOP 10 THINGS TO SEE

1. OLD NORTH

Established in 1890, Old North stands as an iconic symbol of the University. After 16 years of renovations, Old North was reopened in 2017 with state-of-the-art, transformational learning classrooms.

2. MAX CHAMBERS LIBRARY

The library is a hub of research and resources on campus. Here, you will find computer labs, study areas, 3D printers, and a recording studio.

3. WELLNESS CENTER

Find resources to stay fit and focused. Take a fitness class, plan an intramural team, or start the climbing wall.

4. SPORTS PERFORMANCE CENTER

This hybrid facility serves Central's student athletes with study halls, a classroom, computer lab, and 124-seat theater. Athletes also have access to an on-campus athletic training area that includes a nutrition center and false hydro-therapy pools.

5. BAUSHER PLACE

Home to Jester's Kitchen, UCO's newest eatery. Bauscher Place also includes offices for Transportation and Parking Services, and Housing and Residential Engagement.

6. CENTER FOR TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING

Opened in 2017, the CTL fosters collaborative learning through innovative design of classrooms and common spaces with state-of-the-art technology. Check out the outdoor classroom on the east side!

7. DONALD BETZ STEM RESEARCH AND LEARNING CENTER

This building symbolizes interdisciplinary collaboration for the University’s science, social, technology, engineering, and mathematics programs, including biology, chemistry, engineering, forensic science and nursing.

8. FORENSIC SCIENCE INSTITUTE

This building houses Central's nationally known Forensic Science program. It is located across the street from the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation, allowing for beneficial partnerships.

9. MIGH UNIVERSITY CENTER

The central hub of campus, home to admissions and enrollment, UCO Barnes & Noble Bookstore, Starbucks, and dining options, as well as Student Engagement, Leadership Central, and financial aid offices.

10. CO-OP ESPORTS AND GAMING CENTER

UCO created the nation's first collegiate esports program in 2018 with a competitive esports club comprised of more than 350 members, competitive courses in esports, and the development of a gaming arena.

BEST PHOTO SPOTS ★

Snap a selfie at these beautiful locations during your visit. Make sure to tag us @ucowildcats, #ucounterparties, #UCOontheHill.

1. BRONCO LAKE | 2. OMAHA HERITAGE STADIUM | 3. OLD NORTH ARCH | 4. REFLECTION PARK